Born in the kitchens of
the restaurants of the Sagardi Group
to create a catering concept
focused on tradition and
quality products
—
A gastronomic culture based on establishing
direct contact with the best producers
to strive for excellence in each dish.
Under the leadership of Iñaki Lz. de Viñaspre,
COOK by Sagardi has created an unparalleled
variety of gastronomic proposals based
on all its cuisines and developed
by a team of chefs.

— DEEPLY ROOTED CUISINES —
After so many years of hard work we know where to obtain the best products and how to bring them to you directly from the hands of the producer.
This is how we turn our food into a festival of flavours, colours and smells that is hard to beat.

— GASTRONOMY IN ORIGINAL VERSION —

— FROM THE LAND TO THE TABLE—

— DEEPLY ROOTED —

Food is one of the great symbols of Basque culture,
we feel genuine passion for our sea and village food.
We practice simple cooking methods that are closely
linked to the land and its producers, and characterised
by short, healthy and unsophisticated preparation.

Starting from the ground, from the origins, knowing
at all times who we are, we have been around the
world to bring you a new way of enjoying food. From
the ground to the table, without rules, even eating
with your fingers, the primal way of eating where
we think it makes sense to return to the flavours, to
the products, to pleasure after all…

With humility and with absolute respect for tradition
we have dared to work with other food cultures and
we have done so with the help of genuine talents
of the world’s cuisine. There are new horizons for
experiential gastronomy through the use of wine, as
well as Atlantic, Mediterranean and Mexican cuisine.

— HOW —
COOK by Sagardi is a young company with plenty of experience in achieving
major challenges. We have offered our services in large-scale events, as well
as in new and risky gastronomic proposals. We are thrilled by challenges and
like to provide gastronomy with sense and sensibility. We are chefs.
discover our proposals ...

— WHERE —
barcelona

porto

madrid

valencia

london

sevilla

ibiza

— WITH WHOM —
COOK by Sagardi is made up of an ample gastronomic team lead by Iñaki
and Mikel Lz. De Viñaspre, chefs and founders of Sagardi Group. Inspired
by original Basque gastronomy, with over 25 years of experience, they are
a modern-day reference in the Restaurants sector with their internationally
expanding project, the Sagardi Group.

The origins are always the reflection of one’s self,
and looking into them reinforces one’s identity
Iñaki Lz. de Viñaspre

Basque Chef, President and Founder

CONTACT INFORMATION

Ph.: +34 679 20 20 40
cateringcook@sagardi.com
cookbysagardi.com
gruposagardi.com

